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IIPolitical speeches fall on empty chairs
t” Rick Preti
It's hard to describe an event that really
didn't happen. But there they were, seven
anxious candidates. all campaigning hellbent
for office. ready to he bombarded with all sorts
of probing political questions. And there they
staved, nearly alone, sitting around% table in
front of a room that could hold at least 70
people.
Resides the candidates, and a dozen or so
members from the local League of Women
Voters who co-sponsored "An Evening with the
Candidates," there were three students in
attendance: a girl studying her chemistry. the
Campus staff photographer. the writer of this
article, and a very embarrassed vice president
of UMO's student government, Mark Hopkins.
Hopkins. the other co-sponsor of the
forum, opened last night's activities in 110
Little Hall promptly at 7:30 p.m. Noticing a
room full of empty seats is not difficult. so he
persuaded himself to start the forum late in
hopes of a sudden influx of spectators.
A half-hour slowly rolled by. and nobody else
showed up. Finally, with stubborn patience and
courage, Ted Curtis. a Republican state
representatiee from Orono stood before the
group. such as it was. A candidate for the
Maine Senate. Curtis proceeded to deliver
three proposals he would put before the senate,
if elected Nov. 6.
Falling on empty chairs. his proposals
included an act that would require Maine's
banking institutions to pay interest on money
held in escrow . No applause. He then proposed
to make permanent the Office of Canadian
Affairs. Still no applause. Finally, he said he'd
request the state legislature to allow the chief
justices (it the two state courts to make a 'State
of the Courts Message- to both houses of the
legislature. After five minutes of hearing
nothing but the echo of his own voice. Ted
Curtis sat down, yielding the floor to his
Democratic opponent.
Barbara I I amaluk . a young graduate of Colby
College with a B.A. in government and a
masters degree- in political science, strode to
the podium. Gazing around the hopelessly
empty
room. she
quietly
aired
her
disappointment over the poor turnout of
students.

"I hope their mood changes and they get out
and vote," she sighed.
Not very many people at the university have
heard of Charlie Butera. a Reforth candidate
from Brewer, who promises, if elected, to serve
only one term in the House.
Charlie's a self-employed, Archie Bunker
type. and was easily the hit of the night.
Declaring his political restoration "comes from
the soul,- Butera said he's tired of taxation
without representation, citing the low 30 per
cent turnout at the last election as his proof.
Butera yelled, and the echoes rumbled back.
"Many things have got to be done in this state,
and someone must speak up without fear of
getting his ears pinned back,- warning. "when
time is of the essence, you must make good use
of it."
Richard Davies popped to the podium next.
Call him Dick, he's close to home. He's a UMO
graduate and the Democratic candidate for the
House district the university's in. He's opposed
by the Republican MCA chaplain, the Rev.
Edwin Hinshaw. I asked them how they
thought they were different from one another.
'*I've been here nine years. and Ed has been
here only two,- the 27 year-old Davies pointed
out. "The difference is in my training,
experience and knowledge of the community,he explained.
Hinshaw. for his part, didn't think there was
much difference between the two. He said he's
working to keep a strong link between the
university and the community.
"There's
probably
a
difference
in
approach,- Hinshaw suggested. "and also I
am married and have a family."
The next candidate. John Norris, Republican
House candidate opposing Charlie Butera and
Democrat Byron Perry who, like many
students, didn't bother to show up, displayed a
statesman's approach to politics. James
Wagner, the last to speak, and a Republican
running against Democrat John Maines, who
also wasn't around, for the House seat in
District 78, which includes parts of Orono and
East Holden. exhibited a similar approach to
politics. Both advocated a broad program to
fight state government overspending and
unsnarl
administrative
problems.
Both
explained their proposals in easy to
understand, local terms. One would think they
were running against each other.
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It's getting crowded around here. This year's record enrollment will
top 9.300. But close inspection of enrollment trends among UMO's five
colleges shows students here, like students everywhere during these
inflation-ridden, insecure times, are opting for a course of study with a
supposedly secure future. For a look at where student enrollment has
been going the past 10 years, see pp 7,8.

Students dissatisfied with
security at Hilltop Complex
by Cliff Travers

Coded

One of the occasionally functioning Security
System boxes of Hilltop and Stuart Complexes is
shown n operation, by inserting the card on left and
punching a precoded number on the right. First
initzated last Spring, it now annually costs half the
former amount per complex for night time security.
Ward photo

Wilde Stein Club receives
student senate approval
The General Student Senate gase its
final approval Tuesday to the Wilde-Stein
Club, recognizing it as a viable student
organization. Forty two senators voted for
approval, four were against. and one
abstained.
'The Wilde-Stein (lu b. gay liberation
group. now has full organuation rights,
im.luding the use of meeting rooms and
audio- tsual equipment. and may request
fund, from the senate for activities and
event,. Last year. Wilde -Stein was granted
preliminary approval and had to serve a
probationary period. follow ing senate
guidelines, before receiving final approval.
In other business before the weekly
meeting, Louis Smith. York Hall. calling
the present senate constitution and bylaws "archaic and absurd." submitted a
resolution creating a constitution reform
committee to recommend changes for the
present constitution. In defeating the
motion, the senators agreed any revisions
to the constitution should be made after the

proposed merger of the UMO student
senate with BCC's student government.
"If we were to rewrite the constitution
before the merger is complete, it might
look like a power move to the students at
BCC.•• said President Jeanne Bailey,
commenting on the resolution.
Admitting the resolution WAS ill-timed.
and that any revision should include input
from BCC. Smith said here merely wanted
a commitment from the senate to revise the
constitution.
The constitution vas last revised three
years ago. and nisn senators have since
complained that it is poorly. v.ritten and
difficult to understand. Smith said the
vagueness of the present constitution. on
many occasions, has confused senate
committees trying to find out exactly what
their duties were.
The BCC-UMO student government
merger is expected to be resolved by
mid•Nos ember, and the resolution will be
brought up again at that time.

The electronic boxes which sometimes
function as security systems in the six
Stewart and Hilltop Complex dorms are not
setting well with the students they are
"protecting". The students' disapproval
has prompted President Howard Neville to
ask for a re-evaluation of the key card
security system.
When the system was first installed on a
trial basis last spring in Hilltop Complex.
the general opinion of most students was
that the dormitories did not need the more
costly security guard system being
employed, according to John Blake, vice
president for Finance and Administration.
In each of the six dormitories there is an
electronic metal box beside the main door.
After 11:30 p.m.. when the doors are
locked, the student must insert a special
card into a slot in the box and punch out a
certain number, sending a charge through
the locking device to release it. The
number is different for each dorm.
We changed the guard system at the
request of the students." Blake said. He
added the students were interested in
holding back on the room and board
increases, and the electronic system has
saved money. The security guard system
costs about $27.000 per year in each
complex, twice that of the card system.
But some students think a more effective
security system would be worth a room and
board increase.
"Our present system is so ineffective
that if it will take a little more money to get
a system that works. I'm in favor of it."
said one woman living in Somerset Hall.
Not only is the system ineffective, but
according to dormitory students, three of
the six installed systems are not working.
Several Oxford Hall residents reported
their $5,000 system to be "absolutely
useless."
"Our door doesn't work properly and
sometimes the card won't work."

complained several Oxford Hall women
They added since the system has been
installed, the dormitory has lost a colored
television, a stereo, the lobby rug, and has
suffered extensive vandalism.
According to Michael G. Butler,
Business Manager of Hilltop Complex,
vandalism is approximately the same as
with the old system, but the number of
thefts has increased.
Dormitory vandalism is only one of the
concerns with the new system. Some of the
female residents of the Stewart and Hilltop
complexes believe they are hut as safe with
the electronic system as they were with a
security guard.
"With the old system there was always
someone at the desk in the lobby if there
was an emergency." said Carolyn Hamm
of Oxford Hall. She claimed "Almost
anyone can get in the dorm, since all it
takes is a good pull on the door to make the
lock give way."
Alan Lewis. director of engineering
services, explained the system was not
made to stand up to alot of abuse.
"If the door is forcably opened often
enough. the lock will spring and the door
won't lock effectively, Lewis explained.
The engineering services department is
working on developing a handle that can
not be grasped sufficiently to force the door
open. "There are little problems that will
have to ironed out." he added.
According to Steve Wood, president of
the Inter-Dorm Board, one idea that has
come up in discussions with the president
is a system in which a student would be
hired to sit at the receptionist's desk after
the doors are locked to let dormitory
residents in. The student would also be of
assistance in case of an emergency.
Further discussions between Neville.
John Blake. the Inter-Dorm Board and the
Police Safety Commission will seek to find
solutions to the problems caused by the
electronic card system.

BCC, GSS heads formulate
proposal for senate merger
A merger solution " satisfactory" to
both the UMO and BCC student
governments should be finalized by the
end of this semester. reported Jeanne
Bailey. president of the UMO General
Student Senate.
The head of the BCC government. Doug
Gillespie. met with Bailey Oct. 8. He
estimated the two bodies may form a
concrete proposal after their next meeting,
scheduled for Oct. 22.
Speaking from Bangor's viewpoint.
Gillespie declared "things look very good.
we're basically gettinewhat we asked for"
describing the plan he and Bailey are
formulating as a "rough proposal". The
two student government heads are working
to solve the merger conflict by the end of
April deadline set by Neville. Both
Gillespie and Bailey refused further
comment on merger developments, to
avoid, as Bailey said. speculation or
distortion of the facts. Once a proposal is
drawn up. it will be referred to the Office of
Student Affairs, she added.
The Orono and Bangor administrations
professed no knowledge on the developing
resolution. to the merger question.
Neville reemphasized "There's one
university under the same administration,
with an organic relation between them."
Stressing the Bangor and Orono campuses
are merged, he said of the tentative
solution apparently reached In Bailey and

Gillespie. "I'd have to see what they
proposed."
Constance Carlson. director of BCC.
praised Nev ilk's decision to allow the two
student bodies to effect a successful
merger as excellent. adding. "I go along
with it 100 per cent."
Carlson mentioned the "academic
change in becoming BCC is working out
just fine." She stressed. however. the
proposed student government merger is
"an issue the students should work out for
thtmselves."

Serenity

Ward

Candidates hold joint press conference
Five major gubernatorial candidates
held a joint press conference Wednesday in
the House chamber of the state capitol
building in Augusta. The conference was
taped by the Maine Public Broadcasting
Newwork (MPBN), and will be aired
Sunday. Oct. 19. at 9:30 p.m. and again
Thursday. Oct. 31. at 7:00 p.m.
In response to a question concerning
legislative reform. Democrat gubernatorial
candidate George Mitchell said he would
propose and work for legislation to reduce
the site of the state legislature. saving a
smaller legislature would allow for more
effective state government.
"We tend to think of Maine as a large
state. but in fact it is one of the smallest.

And yet it :as the eighth largest legislature
in the United States, twice the size of
California's legislature." the candidate
said, calling also for the abolition of the
executive council and the approval of
executive appointments by the Maine
House.
Terming Mitchell's legislative reform
issue a "red herring". GOP candidate
James Erwin said it was not an immediate
issue affecting the state.
"The people who want a reduction in the
size of the legislature are always a
Democrat and always from a big city," the
Republican candidate said, referring to
Mitchell's Portland. Maine residence.
Agreeing there must be a legislative

body to confirm appointments, he
maintained the executive council, which
cureently confirms exectuve appointments,
should be retained, and recommended
annual sessions of the legislature.
Siding with Mitchell. Independent
candidate James Longley said the
executive council had "outlived its
usefulness."
None of the candidates would commit
themselves as to who they would appoint to
certain positions. All said they would
consider
appointing
someone from
Aroostook Counts. as Commissioner of
Agriculture. but added a person's
• CANDIDATE • see page 4
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What's
News briefs'
on
t MO faculty member Arthur 0.
Guesanan will describe the journalism
department's new advertising option at
the joint annual conference of two New
England advertising groups today in
Boston. An assistant professor in the
department. Guesman was invited to
speak before the New
England
Newspaper Advertising Bureau and the
Ness England Newspaper Advertising
lyecutives Association about the
program which he initiated within the
department last year. The program
concentrates entirely on the nev :,paper
phase of advertising, and is the first of
its kind in New England.
Dr. Bradford A. Hall, professor of
Ltcology, is the new chairman of the
deparment of geological sciences. Hall
succeeds Dr. Harold W. Horns Jr.. who
will continue at UMO as director of the
Quaternary. Studies Institute. The new
hairman holds a bachelor's degree
from UMO. a masters degree from
Brown University. and a Ph.D. in
4eology from Yale. and has been a
faculty member here since 1%2
W MEB -'FM. the campus radio
will air the "National Lampoon
Radio Hoar" beginning Friday night
(1, t PY at 6 p.m. The program. which is
Actually a half hour long, is produced by
the publishers of National Lampoon
magazine. and contains the same brand
of contemporary satire and humor that
the magazine is noted for. WMEB and
WBLM-FM in Lewiston-Auburn art
currently the only radio stations in
Maine broadcasting the program. A
new show will be aired each week, and
repeats of the Friday night shows will
be broadcast on Sunday nights at 10
p.m.
sta 1 ion

Twenty members of L
)uting
ale will spend two days this month
helping to clean up the trails and
campsites at Baxter State Park. The
club will travel to the park by bus anti
spend Saturday and Sunday. Oct. 26-27.
on trail litter patrol and cleaning up
backwoods campsites. Students will be
provided with food and cabins at
Roaring Brook and South Branch Pond
for the overnight stay. This is the third
year Outing Club members have helped
clean up Baxter for the winter months.
Maine's contributions to bilingual
and ethnic labor education programs
were described by John Ilamoo of
U1110'% Bureau of Labor F.ducation at a
regional conference of the University
and College Labor Relations Association
in Storrs. Conn.. Oct. K.Q. and 10
Hanson was a panelist on a seminar
focusing on bilingual programs, during
which he discussed the UMO's
bureau's continuing
program for
Franco-American alirkers in Maine.
ork in the paper
mans- of w hom
industrv.
Three faculty members and two
students have been appointed by
President Howard R. Neville to become
new members of the Honors Council.
the group that sets goals and policy tor
the Honors program. An expansion of
the
council
was
one
of
the
recommendations of the
Honors
Program Task Force Report submitted
to Neville last July. The faculty are.
Prof. Erling Skorpen. philosophy, one
year term: Prof. Julian Haynes.
chairman of zoology. two year term: and
Prof. Lawrence Kazmerski. electrical
engineering. three year term. Students
appointed are senior Eleanor Baker and
tumor Jonathan Eddy. both Honors
students. Another student will be
named to the council.

CRAFT CENTER-new hours for the
Hilltop center are 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.

FRIDAY, OCT. HI
WOMEN'S TENNIS- —with UMPG at
Lengyel Gym at 1 p.m.
HOCKEY-also
WOMEN'S FIELD
faces UM PG at Lengyel Field, 1 p.m.
BIOCHEMISTRY SEMINAR-Robert
Rush will speak on "Interaction of
Antitumor Platinum 1111 with DNA-Part
11- at 2 p.m.. 124 Hitchner Hall.
ZOOLOGY SEMINAR-Dr. Alton M.
Mun will speak on "The teratogenic
effects of glycoalkaloids from blighted

potatoes on the chick embryo at 3
p.m.. 102 Murray Hall.
CHRISTIAN
INTER-VARSITY
FELLOWSHIP-meeting at 6:30 p.m. in
the Bangor Room of the Memorial
Union. Everyone welcomed.
MVAB MOVIE--"Citizen Kane" at 7
and 9:30 p.m., 100 Nutting Hall 50 cents
admission and students must show
i.d.'s.
WILDE-STEIN CLUB--meeting at 7
p.m. in the Coe Lounge. Memorial
Union. All university people welcomed.
MAINE MASQUE THEATRE-presents
"The Seagull". Hauck Auditorium.
8:15 p.m.
RECITAL--Carol Lieberman. Baroque
Violin. and Mark Kmll, harpsichord.
Lord Hall Recital Hall at 8:15 p.m.
TRAVEL TABLE--in reference to winter
and spring vacations for interested
students and Sigma Delta Pi members.
Memorial Union. 9-4 p.m.
COFFEE HOUSE--Sandy Ises benefit
concert at Ram's Horn for MCLU.
9.10:15 p.m.
SATURDAY. OCT. 19
WORKSHOP-sponsored b% the Clean

Water Action y ommittee for all .itiietis
interested in water quality. No
registration fee Little Hall. 4:30
a.m.-3:30 p.m.
MUAB MOVIE--"Friends" at 7 and
9:30 p.m. 100 Nutting Hall. Admission:
50 cents plus ID.

kLWAYS
AVAIL k loLl
Our !skill

Ind

Is.fin% letit:i

MILLER DRUG
OPEN ALL DAY SUNDAY
9 ill 9
710 STATE ST
BANGOR. ME
TEL 94 7 R3b9

Mr. BIG
BEEF'N BREW
OF ORONO

V

Opposite UMO
Park St Entrance
PRESENTS

The Exciting
Sounds of
Jeff Joseph
Tues.
Wed. Fri. Sat .

Free Popcorn
PHONE 866-4333

submit it to the legislature for funding.
either by general fund or by a referendum
bond issue.
The trustees further stipulated this
proposal he put in a priority category
separate from the university's building
budget for classroom space. etc.
Morison cited a lack of sufficient space in
the present MPBN headquarters on the
second floor of Alumni Hall as the major
reason for the construction proposal adding
25 percent of the operation is located in
rented offices off campus. The current
offices and studios in Alumni Flail occupy
12.400 square feet. while the proposed
building yyould contain 50.000 square feet.
Monson said the structure and design of
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MONDAY, OCT. 21
DANCE aUB-meeting 3 p.m. .1,
Dance Studio. Lengyel Gym.
MELTING-Women's Ski team at
p.m. Room 125. Lengyl Gym.
FREE FILM-"The World at UN
Plaza." 6:30 and 7:30. FFA Room of the
Memorial Union.
TUESDAY, OCT. 22
DISCUSSIONS SESSIONS- -"Can
a
Woman successfully return to school's'
UMPG Counselor Shirley Mader will
speak at 1:30. Information discussion
groups will follow lead by women who
ha'.- started careers after returning to
school. Baby sitting pro'.'tied Bangor
Community. College's Women's Cent cr
Lewiston Hall. Texas Ayenue.

411)BN plans new $2.9 million building
The Maine Public Broadcasting Network
will be relocated in a new building atached
to the proposed Performing Arts Center if
the legislature approves a construction
proposal to he submitted h%
UM
Chancellor Donald McNeil.
Although still in the planning stages.
John R. Morison. general manager for
MPBN said the proposed $2.9 million
structure would be attached to the
Performing Arts Center hut funded
wparately from the Second Century Fund.
Monson said relocating the Network•s
facilities would facilitate broadcasting
L-yents from the center.
In their September meeting. the Board
.4 Trustees approyed the plan and voted to

-

Alumni Hall presents basic broad
problems. Before 1963. Alumni had been
the women's gym. and the existing high
ceilings present an acoustical problem.
Also, the building does not contain a
yentilation system which is needed for
broadcast equipment.
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Asked v. hy MPBN plans to remain on
campus. Monson replied "we have a 12
year history at the university. Public
broad. asting has been located here since
its beginning in 1963. Broadcast lab
courses and internships in connection with
speech and journalism classes use our
facilities, and Orono. is centrally located
for state-wide coverage"

Study in
Europe this
spring.
Plan now to spend the spring semester studying in Austria, France, Germany. Spain, or
England. The Institute of European Studies
programs will provide a good background
for careers in international business and
post-graduate professional education.
Study opportunities include a broad range
of subjects in the humanities and the social
sciences. Independent study, traineeships in
business firms, student teaching and area
studies programs are available.
Live with families or in student dorms. Full
integration into the student community.
Learn or improve your language ability.
English language program in Vienna. All
programs include intensive orientation.
Financial aid is available.
See your study abroad advisor and write us
today:
Office of Admissions
The Institute of European Studies
875 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60611

The Institute of
European Studies
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Candidates' opinions differ
on economy and welfare
•continued from page 2
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qualifications would be an important
factor.
Longley charged some candidates have
already promised executive positions to
campaign
workers.
All
the
other
andidates, except for Leen. who failed to
respond. denied the accusation.
Independent candidate William Hughes
contended some candidates have already
promised the Attorney General's office to
more than one person. but would not point
an accusing finger at any of the other
candidates.
Saving it was the will of the people, the
candidates agreed that the lottery should
be maintained.
The question of tourism in Maine
brought plans for widening the tourist
industry instead of concentrating it along
the coast. Longley said the state must push
for four-season tourism. and Erwin claimed
there is a lack of coordination in Maine's
tourist industry.
The candidates disagreed on the amount
of abuse present in the state's welfare
system. Mitchell said only around three to
Ilse per cent of the people on welfare arc
defrauding the Mate. xxhile Huges argued
that 25 per cent of Maine's welfare
recipients are "cheating.*•I believe we should help people if they
are willing to help themselves." Hughes

said. -People sitting in front of the TV
collecting welfare should be made to go out
and work," he maintained, charging
welfare officials encourage abuse of the
welfare system.
To fight unemployment. Erwin said
Maine must change its tax base to get
competitive yv ith other states. Hughes
advocated public power as a solution to
Maine's labor problem. while Mitchell
offered his "comprehensive land-use
plan" as an answer to
Maine's
unemploy ment.
The candidates ended the 90.minute
session by stating what their top priority as
goy ernor would be.
"The reconciliation of the nvo Maines.
the one of beauty and the one of
deprivation." Mitchell stated. adding.
••everyone deserves a decent job and a
decent place to live."
Env in said his top priority would be "the
delivery of human services. We must help
the people of Maine who are less
advantaged." he added.
••Fiscal responsibility in government is
the most important problem today,••
Longley contended."We must help restore
the standard of living to the people's
paychecks.•'
Leen said labor and management must
work together to provide Maine with better
recourses of action.
"Mass production is the only way to beat
inflation.- Hughes declared. "everyone
must produce more. • •

Controversy

A joint press conference was held in Augusta
Wednesday afternoon, with all five of the major
Gubernatorial candidates on hand.
Photo Coartesy Bangor Daily News

University assists fishermen
in keeping business records
An obscure 1NO program is helping
Maine fishermen keep better. business
records.

tin on
a 12
Public
since
i lab
n with
C our
icated

Through a grant under the little•know n
Title I program of the 1%5 higher
education act, the university's Sponsored
Programs Dix ision is administering an
educational program designed to give
Maine fishermen a chance to obtain
accounting sery ices and learn how to keep
financial records. The program's goal is to
give fishermen a better chance at obtaining
loans.

Crafted

The Craft Connection, an outgrowth of the
Craft Center, is the Co-op store located in
Estabrooke basement. It features handcrafted items
from this area. including pottery. weaving.
th:rwork
macrame, candles. as well as other
t
Ward photo
,
Ierafts.
af

'Craft Connection' provides
outlet for student artisans
The "Craft Connection.- established in
November. 19-3. under the supen'skin of
Crafts Center Director Nan Alherg. gives
students and area craftsmen an outlet to
sell the things they ha% e made. Clarice
Tuba!, store supervisor, describes it "as an
extension of the UMO Crafts Center. The
idea behind the Craft Connection is to
pros ide a chance for students to create.
and then get a feeling for the selling
market
The co-op is located in the basement of
Estabrook Hall. in a room which the
students on the staff painted and organited
themselves. Funds for the project came
from Residential Life. The maintainence
department of the university also helped
them get set up to open.
Anyone with items they wish displayed
must bring them to the store on Thursdays
between 1 and 4 p.m. where they will be
judged for certain qualities: tasteful
design. quality of workmanship and
marketability. Results of the jury are
available the following day. If a work is
accepted. the contributor sets his own
price, and if he desires, makes his own

displav arrangement. He receives 95 per
cent of the selling price, with the other five
per cent going to the Craft Connection for
business expenses and adyertising.
Thus tar, according to Miss Tubal, no
one's work ha% been rejected totally.
Certain pieces will he accepted and others
aren't. Store supervisor Tubal stressed
that the craftsmen do not have to be
uniyersity students: anyone is welcome to
bring in their handiwork.
The Craft Connection is open esery
Monday. through Friday from 12-4 p.m.
during the academic year. with the
exception of vacation periods. At present
there are ltv contributors displaying
pottery. weaving. macreme and other
crafts at the co-op.
Commenting on the success of the store.
Miss Tubal said that there has been no
negati‘e feedback, other than remarks
about the strange location. All items for
sale are hand-made and reasonably priced
within a student's budget. From 10-20
people visit the co-op daily, according to
Miss Tubal.

"Many fishermen hay e not learned to
keep financial records.•• said Mrs. Roberta
Wornck. Maine's Title 1 Coordinator.
"This program will give them an
opportunity to run a better business by
keeping a record of their finances."
The program is two-thirds federally.
funded. The remaining third comes from
university institutional funds. private
grants, and state agencies which support
environmental programs.
Tutorial services hay e.• been offered by
the business colleges of the state. and the
Internal Revenue Service is designing a
video-tape system to assist in structuring
the program. Project headquarters is
located at the Darling Center in Walpole.
Maine.
The Title 1 program is aimed at
deyeloping higher education programs to
deal with community problems. By increasing adults' skills and knowledge. the
program hopes to help build better
communities.
Title I contributes more than S100.000 to
Maine projects annuall . The programs
run for one year. with sonic lasting 18
months, and are renewable. Each state has
its own Title I program, and decides how
the federal funds will he distributed.
"Each state has its ow n special regional
and local problems, so the federal
go% ernment appoints a state agency.
usually at the state's land-grant institution.
to tackle the probl:ms." said Worrick.
In Maine. the funds are to three areas:
poyerty . which includes unemployment
and inflation: land-use and management of
natural
resources:
educational
and
programs for gosernment personnel, such
as municipal officers, an area which
traditionally receises funding in Maine.
Each degree-granting institution in
Maine is allowed to submit one proposal
for a project grant. A letter of intent
indicates problem area, target audience,

basic objectives of the program. and
estimated cost of the program.
Decisions on how Title 1 funds will be
used are reached weighing a variety of
factors. Worrick, besides dealing with the
y arious degree-granting institutions, is in
eont act with different state agencies
dealing in human services. She also
attends state-wide conferences to obtain an
overview of the state's problems.
Once a year the coordinator meets with
the Maine Title 1 Advisory Council.
comprised of 11 people chosen by President Howard Neyille on the basis of their
knowlege of Maine's problems. Recommendations are submitted to NeY die by the
council as to. which problems should be
funded. Neville sends the state proposal to
Washington. D.C. to initiate the project.
Worrick coordinates the effort and remains
in touch with the other federal programs to
insur: against duplication of effort

University consumed
less electricity, oil,
and gas last year
Last Year during the "energy crisis.- the
university managed to consume 11 per cent
less heating oil. 21 per cent less gasoline.
and 24 per cent less electricity than the
previous year. Jack Blake, vice president
for finance and administration said Friday
that with the continuing cooperation of
students. Aaff. and faculty in keeping
thermostats down, windows closed, and
ayoiding unnecessary use of lighting, it is
hoped that energy consumption will be
kept to a minimum again this year.
At this time there is no indication that
the Christmas Yacation will be extended
one week as it was last year, according to
Blake. However, he noted that these crisis
can happen virtually overnight, and in the
esent that we should have an acute
shortage like last year's. the vacation could
be extended.
Last
r 5400.000 was budgeted for
heating oil but, due to price increases, the
state legislature granted the university a
supplementary oil allocation.
"The legislation makes it possible to do
this again this year if neccessary." said
Blake.
Since the budget for non-salaried items
was only increased b per cent and the price
of oil is going to be 15-20 per cent higher, it
is quite like!) that the uniyersity will need
another supplementary allocation, said
Blake.
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The king-dom and the power...an assessment
With the task force on position reallocation
adding the finishing touches to its report to be
submitted to President Neville next month, we
wonder why the "force' working on undergraduate education reform has yet to shift into gear.
We would've thought any committee
investigating various departments on campus,
no matter what standards it adheres to would tie
in with this committee. The latter committee has
yet to be formed, however, and no doubt their
report, due the end of this year, will fall behind
schedule.
But the position reallocation committee,
despite its wayward wanderings is one of the
obvious advantages to having an economist in
the university president's office. Neville is
geared to seeking out money-saving practices, as
can be witnessed by the number of committees
he's got running around campus, looking for
ways to cut budgets. Reallocations has become a
big word here and we agree it's about time.
But Neville. in his effort to squeeze money
from some departments and share the wealth (or
lack of it) with some of the more needy ones.
seems to have disregarded several areas of
blatant waste.
While other departments are investigated. the
Memorial Gymnasium, domain of Harold
Westerman, and the physical education
department marches on. True, that department's
budget has been stifled for the past few years.
but so have those of others.
Recently Westerman harangued about the
increasing need for money for''fixed' costs.
What were those fixed costs? Tee shirts and jock
straps. he professed. There must be more valid
fixed costs, of course, but those words came
right from, as they say, the horse's mouth.
Certainly the university could save a few dollars
by curtailing this clothing service.
The fact that athleticships have been initiated.
while the task force on undergraduation
education has yet to get off the ground. lends
credence to our contention that the
administration's are more than questionable. It
doesn't cease to boggle our minds that a few
athletes receive more attention and priority than
many students who wish to indulge in athletics
as an extracurricular activity. Club sports and
intramural programs need more money. but
there just doesn't seem to be enough to go
around due to these "fixed" costs. Those taking
part in these activities do so for personal
enjoyment and are taking advantage of a
university service which should be provided.
Such programs are a far cry from using
"winning" teams to bring more money to the
school via alumni and gate receipts.
The university exists to serve the students, we
hear, but in this as in many other cases, it's a
select group of students. And with athleticships
right around the corner, the distinction will
grow. The average or better than average athlete
is going to lose his seat on an intercollegiate
team as superior athletes are recruited. We say
his seat, as we doubt many alumni are interested
in producing winning field hockey or women's
basketball teams.
Now that the university has committed itself to
athleticships, the need for clubs and intramural
programs will no doubt grow as students who
normally might gain a spot on a university team
are no longer 'good enough.' Where will the
money come from? We have a suggestion.
One simple way to save the university some
money is to eliminate the freshman physical
education requirement. It's estimated this
program involves about 1,835 men and women,
of which over 1,000 are men. The women's
physical education department now holds nearly
80 classes for freshmen who aren't p.e. majors;
the men's department. via Harold Westerman,
couldn't come up with similar figures. No doubt
the numbers are even more phenomenal.
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Mary-Jo Walkup, director of the women's
physical education dept., reported each faculty
member teaches at least five courses at a time.
and when not coaching a sport, probably has
seven different classes. At least three of these
classes are freshmen general studies classes.
And although that figure doesn't represent many
of those notorious full-time faculty teaching
equivalents.(most p.c. classes carry few
credits.) that's a lot of teaching and time. By
wiping out the freshmen requirement. the p.c.
department's budget could be trimmed.
If this course of action were followed, perhaps

Maine

Campus

mandatory gym classes, beginning at least in the
seventh year of each student's education, we
believe a student is entitled to decide whether or
not he has had enough of jumping over
'horses'', hanging from parallel bars, or playing
basketball. We don't mean to condemn the
department's programs, but for some students.
enough is enough. And we think college students
should be able to make such a decision.
Elaine Gershman assistant dean of arts and
sciences, says since 1972 she's heard few
complaints from students concerning the gym
requirement. But students haven't been saying

Editorials

there would be more money available for clubs,
intramurals, or academic programs. The
department heads insist funds are too scarce to
provide these groups with necessary economic
relief now. Dropping the manadatory physical
education requirement would surely produce
some extra funds. And surely some of the extra
money could find its way to other departments.
The Educational Policy Committee decided
two years ago, after a year of investigation and
deliberation, that physical education is a
necessary part of every student's education. We
beg to diffor. After at least six years of

much of anything lately: requirements and
duties are taken for granted. and few stop to
think about why they are succumbing to any
given rule or regulation.
Abolishing the physical education requirement
would not only acknowledge the student's right
to choose whether or not to take such courses,
but would also enable the departments to expand
on their professional programs. And it could save
money: money that could be put to use where it
is needed. The physical education department
need to be reviewed, as do others. Hopefully.
once the task force on undergraduate education
is mobilized, it will be.

Quote
"I believe that we must have education at
lower and cheaper costs than at the present.
There are too many outsiders coming into Maine
who are socialistic, especially at the University of
Maine."
"I feel that 25 per cent of welfare recipients
are cheating.. Welfare officials encourage the
abuse of the welfare system.-Independent gubernatorial candidate
William Hughes
With those words, William Hughes became
the unanimous choice for the Campus' first
"Ucrampus Award- this year. The Ucrampus is
awarded at various times during the year to
people of high position and status, when they see
fit to dazzle us with their sophisticated intellects
and enlightened viewpoints.
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LLetters to the editor,
Al*
+\\m
Amine for the worse
to the editor:
I am on my thirteenth year in
the food service at UMO. I will
try to tell my
story
in
chronological order.
We have all heard at UMO
about the catering bids going
out to various companies. Truly
this is of great concern for all of
us in food service. We have all
listened to Mr. Blake concerning our benefits which we will
not lose. This is great. but the
fact remains we will not be
employes of the university. Our
benefits will remain the same.
(as said in the stipulations in the
bids to the catering services).
but we all know when under a
different service these rules can
be changed in undesirable
ways. The fact remains we still
want to be uniyersity employes.
tees look into this further. I
remember when I first came to
the uniyersity. This was when I
was IN years old. I was a
•'porter ." East Commons was
getting ready to open (now
Stewart (ommons). A lady
walked in and said to me. "You
don't smoke in the kitchen!" I
didn't know who she was. It was
"Mamma" and they still call
her that. (Ethel MacLeod). Her
assistant hired me! These were
the days of classification and
Personnel. All food service
workers will tell vou that she
knows every one
of her
employ es by name. their yy is es
names. !licit. children's names.
family illnesses. and w here they
hy e. In comparison . with a
catering service vou are only a
number, not a person. Catering
set's ice
managers w ork from

their home base. Employes are
only a Social Security number!
Now Ms. Editor. 1 will try to
make a long story short. I will
give a few examples of what has
transpired throughout the years
I have worked for the food
service. We have had retirees
who haYe been here for over 30
years. Check on these figures; I
stand to be corrected. I cannot
tell you in the thirteen years of
service how many of us have
worked on our own time(no pay)
because d personal interest to
the students. We enjoy our
environment and achievements
in making just a sim pie buffet
pleasing. This includes Mamma
because she is our boss. But her
gratitude was
great
and
rewarding to us. How many
times when I could not find a
baby sitter. did I think nothing
of bringing my oldestson in (now
12 years old): and ms Dietician
did the same. because something special was going on.
Stimehow we all managed to get
here to sec that everything was
done. Do you think that a
catering servicv would do this.
In our one cafeteria alone we
haw over 100 years of service.
Now let's consider another
aspect of this. There are many
warm and close friendships
between students and food
service workers. I remember
when 60 students came and
painted my house in one day. 1
can't count how many of them
haw come and kept house for
us. My wife and I have stood up
at weddings for them. I have
fiye children named after them.
We are
dparents to their
children and they are god

ILLI,ILL
STORE HOURS: "":",..1°,47,,

parents to mine. I could go on
forever and relate the personalities and warmness involved in
this type of service which exists.
but it could not alter what may
take place.
Many of us know what
catering consists of. Some have
even worked for a catering
service. Is this what U MO really
wants? Let me list just what is
about to happen if we—students. professionals. classified
employes—do not stand united:
•Will we get the same variety
and amounts?
'Will the friendly and warm
atmosphere remain the same?
'(an they cater to your wants
and pleasures?
•How about our Maine
businesses that will be affected
by this?
'Will you still see the happy
faces and hear the laughter in
the cafeterias?
Now think about the answers
to these questions. It is not a
nice thought. is it? The student
bodv and classified employes of
UMO should definatcly unite
and fight this issue before it's a
realits.Pease help in any was
you can. It affects all of us...it
affects I'M°.
Patrick R. Crowley
Stewart Commons
Head Baker
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-To the editor:
Permit me to comment briefly
on your recent article concerning the Student Health Center.
The waiting time: We have
always tried hard to shorten the
waiting time. It
probably
compares favorably with the
waiting time in private offices or
in emergency wards. However.
if an unexpectedly large number
of students arrives or if one of
the physicians is ill, the waiting
time may be a little longer. I
cannot see how this can be
avoided. A change to fixed
appointments would - not improve the situation. As many of
our patients are acutely ill or
involved in accidents (some of
them requiring immediate attention). we would often not be
able to keep the appointment.
The treatment of colds was
referred to as mechanical and at
times ineffective. A cold is a
viral disease wand the well
know statement that it lasts a
week with treatment and 7 days
without treatment is still true.
We can
only
treat
the

symptoms. With medication
there is less snee/ing. coughing
and aching and this is all we or
anybody else can do.
I would like to take the
opportunity to
state
that
antibiotics given at an early
stage of an uncomplicated cold
are ineffective, and they may
invite undersirable side effects.
Antibiotics do not attack the
cold virus. Any request for
antibiotics in this condition has
to be refused. This request was
made fairly often in previous
years. but has fortunately
become
less
frequent
at
present. We always try to
explain this to our patients.
Our Director. Dr. Robert A.
Graves. has always welcomed
suggestinns to improve our
service. I. myself, as acting
director of the Student Health
Center during Dr. Graves illness
intend to follow this policy.
Hans Weis/, M.D.
Acting Director
Health Center

9:15

Opening Remarks

9.30

Session I — The National Economic Outlook
Guest Speaker: Dr. Carol S. Greewald, Assistant
Vice-President and Economist, Federal
Reserve Bank of Boston
Break (refreshments)

10:30
10:45

11:45

BANGOR ASSOCIATION

Session II — The Regional Economic Outlook
Guest Speaker: Dr. Edwin F. Estle, Economist,
New England Telephone Company
Break for Lunch

2:30

Session III — Job Demand by Industry
Guest Speaker: Charles O'Leary, Director
the Bureau of Labor Education, UMO
Break (refreshments)

3:45

Session IV — Job Demand by College Major
Guest Speaker: Dr William J. Bigoness.
Professor of Industrial Relations and
Personnel Management. UMO
Conclusion.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY•
3:3q

The doctor is in

Economic Outlook and Job Prospects for the College Graduate
October 21. 1974
Hilltop Conference Center
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Martin J. Prendergast
Assistant Director
Health Center

Facultl, Businessmen welcome

?ICX UP SPOTS
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been two doses. Data indicate
that with the more potent flu
vaccine available in recent
years. the second dose provides
little additional benefit. It is.
therefore. reasonable to give a
single dose of vaccine for either
primary or annual booster
vaccination.
The Flu shot should be taken
before
mid-November.
Flu
vaccine cannot be administered
to persons allergic to eggs.

All UMO Students,

1:30

• EvERsf

To the editor:
The new strain Flu Vaccine
has been received at the Student
Health Center and Flu shots are
now available for all students on
the following schedule: starting
Oct. 15. students may receive
their shot at the Orono Student
Health Center Tuesday thru
Friday during the hours 8 am to
4:30 pm. Students on the
Bangor Campus may receive
their shot at the BASH Center
Monday through Friday during
the same hours.
The primary series of bivalent
flu vaccine has traditionally

Seminar

AMOCO Gas Reg.51.9
Super Premium Unleaded 56.9
Save with self-service.
Complete Stock of cold Beer Wine and Ice
Let Us Help You Winterize Your Car.

1 1 41

Shooting up

Sponsored by the College of Business Administration. MBA
Association. and the Undergraduate Business Association.
Co-ordinators for the conference are Dr. Neil B Murphy,
Maine Bankers Association Professor of Finance. UMO, Mr.
James M. Fossa, Jr., President of the MBA Association and
Mr Rand Newell, President of the Undergraduate Business
Association.
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Current enrollment trends reflect changed student
Story by Paul Beth
Photographs by Ste,e Ward

This year's enrollment at UMO will probably
reach a record 9,300 students, an increase of
nearly mu over last year s student population.
Although there has been an increase in
numbers of students attending the unversity, a
look at the programs students are enrolling in
indicates growth in different colleges has been
erratic. Generally, two reasons are given for the
inconsistent distribution of students at UMO:
student attitudes about societal problems: and
the hard realities of the job market. Figures show
a slight downward trend in student enrollment in
the sciences during the late '60s and early '70s.
James Clark, vice president for academic affairs,
cited several reasons for this phenomenon.
'Enrollment in engineering at the university
tailed off in the late '60s due to national publicity
about unemployment in the aerospace industry.
At the same time, there was a swing of student
interest into the social' sciences. the 9o-called
1974.7C I. MO Be.rofleist
Four-year Programs

Males

Females

Total

Arts & Sciences
Business Administration
Education
Engineering & Science
Life Sciences &
Agriculture
Onwards

1,493
555
443
745
1,106

1,533
80
623
38
740

3,026
635
1,066
783
1,846

20
4,362

20
3.034

40
7.398

T o-y ear Programs
Bangor Community College 230
Engineer. Tech. Uk.
219
Tech. Uk.. I.SA
218
Sub-total:
14T

4- 1
2211

.221.
420

1,004-

594

226

8211

5,628

3,682

9.310

Graduate School
Grand Total:

241
1

Final enrollment figures hare not yet been
compiled. These figures, the most recent,
represent enrollment as of Sept. 27. Also
included in these figures are special students.
such as CED students who attend day classes
full-time
relevant areas.- Clark explained. "The feeling.
probably because of the war, that technology had
created society's problems turned many people
off to the sciences,- he added.

has also noticed fluctuations in
among the different programs withir
"More students are opting
career-oriented programs within
Sciences,- he reported. "The
reporting that's come about
Watergate, for instance, has increl
interest in Journalism."
'Students not only want a care
want a well paid one,- Harmon I
adding, "There's increased inte
biological sciences, the closest thinj
pre-med and pre-dental: nursini
pre-law aspects of political science
Giving his explanation of t
enrollment in the liberal arts college
"Most programs in Arts and S
Janes Clart

This year, the undergraduate enrollment in
four-year engineering and sciences programs
here is about 780 students. James Harmon,
director of admissions, reports a 33 per cent
increase in freshmen enrollment in the
engineering sciences over last year's figures.
Explaining the resurgence in the enrollment in
the College of Engineering and Science, Clark
said the negative attitude towards technology
has changed.
"There's a belief that technology can solve the
problems it supposedly caused.- the vice
president for academic affairs contended. The
current shortage in the technical fields, and the
fact that UMO engineering graduates fared
better than most in finding jobs during a period
when a surplus of engineers existed. may have
also changed attitudes about seeking a career in
the field of technology.
Both Clark and Harmon agree that today's
college student is more career-oriented. Enrollment figures substantiate this contention.
Increasvd enrollment in the College of
Business Administration reflects a national
trend. Undergraduate enrollment in that college
has grown from an enrollment of 206 students in
1965 to approximately 630 this year. an increase
of nearly 200 per cent.
If the College of Arts and Sciences had grown
at the same rate during this period, its
enrollment would be nearing 7,000 this year, but
Arts and Sciences enrollment has only increased
by about 30 per cent during the past ten years.
Total undergraduate enrollment this year .s just
over 3.000, down from 3.136 a year ago. Harmon
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student attitudes and harsh realities of job market
w noticed fluctuations in enrollment
the different programs within the college.
-e students are opting for the
wiented programs within Arts and
s," he reported.
The interest in
Lg that's come about because of
ate, for instance, has increased student
in Journalism."
tents not only want a career, but they
well paid one,- Harmon pointed out,
"There's increased interest in the
al sciences, the closest thing we have to
i and pre-dental; nursing; and the
aspects of political science."
g his explanation of the peaked
ent in the liberal arts college, Clark said,
programs in Arts and Sciences are

designed to prepare people for life, to help them
better understand the world, with few
exceptions, programs there don't prepare them
for jobs."
Student interest in a field with a solid future
has also affected enrollment in the college of
Education. This year's undergraduate enrollment is expected to be about 1,050, down from a
1971 high of 1,635.
"We've de-emphasized education here.
Clark reported, explaining "Dean Shibles
(former dean of the College of Education, for
whom Shibles Hall is named( proposed a lower
quota for education four or five years ago,
because he saw the surplus of teachers that now
exists.- 'Clark added many students in other
colleges, especially Arts and Sciences, also
10,000
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prepare for a career in education, so there is
difficulty in discerning the total number of
education students.
Although the percentage of increased
enrollment in the College Life Sciences and
Agriculture is lower than the increase observed
in Business Administration, it is phenomenal
when the numbers involved are taken into
consideration. LSA has added nearly 1,100
undergraduates to its rolls since 1965. This
year's enrollment in LSA's four-year undergraduate programs will be about 1.840. Clark cited a
variety of reasons for this expansion.
"Much of the increase in LSA, especially in
resource managment, can be attributed to the
public's concern for the environment,- he
commented, referring to LSA's five year-old
Natural Resource Management option in which
enrollment now exceeds 100 students.
The people-oriented programs within the
School of Human Development have also
contributed to LSA's expanded enrollment,
Clark said. Since 1965, enrollment in these
programs has jumped from 126 students to the
current enrollment of 416. a healthy 230 per cent
increase.
Along with the dramatic increase in LSA',
four-year undergraduate programs, both the
two-year associate degree program and graduate
school enrollment have doubled. Enrollment in
the two-year technical division of life sciences
has increased from 151 students in 1965 to this
year's expected enrollment of 395 students. Post
graduate enrollment in LSA should approach 120
students.
-Two-year programs are among the most
popular here and most are career-oriented."
Clark noted, referring to the growth of two-year
programs in the College of Engineering and
Science and at BCC, as weU as the technical
division of LSA.
The graduate school, the opening of the
Bangor campus, and the inception of the Orono
program have also contributed to the general
increase in enrollment at UMO.
Graduate school enrollment has leveled-off at
820 students, up from 396 post-graduates in
1965, a 100 per cent increase. The
newly-renamed Bangor Community College,
starting with a first-year enrollment of 86
students in 1970, has a 1974-75 student
enrollment of about 470. Enrollment in Onward,
a federally-sponsored
program
for
the
disadvantaged, has risen from an initial
enrollment of 15 in 1970 to a current enrollment
of 40 students.
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DELIVERY BOY
WANTED
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MUST HAVE CAR
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Paul's Pizza House
12 Mill St. Orono
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`Citizen Kane', Poe trilogy
head movie bill of fare
.M•••11•-•.-

by Bill Gorden

Citizen Kane

Orson Welles stars as newspaper tycoon
Charles Foster Kane, who marries a rich socialite
Iltuth Warrick] to further his career.

An undeniably. great American film, a
something less than even good love story.. a
French -Italian Poe horror trilogy, and an
episode film on Italian love comprise the
mixture of film offerings on campus this
week.
Citizen Kane. Orson Welles great 1941
film, is considered by many critics the
greatest American sound film ceer made.
Anyone disagreeing with this contention
has a hard time finding a better film.
Obviously based on the life of newspaper
mogul William Randolph Hearst, the
essence ot the American dm. for success
is brilliantly examined in the story of
Charles Foster Kane. From a happy
boyhood to heading an enormously
powerful newspaper chain to a disastrous
attempt at a political career, Kane is every
"great" man who's sacrificed a personal
life for a business career. When he dies,
alone in his mansion, we witness the true
aspect of the American Dream turned into
a nightmare.

New PIRG director plans improvements
lithe Public Interest Research Group's
new director's plans materialize, that
group will serve the public more effectively
than it has in the past.
Micheal Huston was hired as the new
executiee director by Maine PIRG to
replace Suzanne Spita. v. ho left the
organization after a year.
Huston says his primary goal is to make
PIRG a storehouse of consumer and
environmental studies for both student and
community use.
"I think that our work can prove to he
extremely viable to the public." said the
1974 University of Maine 1.a%. School
graduate. "Students may. find our studies
and our staff extremely useful v. hen they
arc preparing research protects or in-depth
reports.

Public awareness is another area in
which PIRG should concentrate. Huston
said. He claimed most people who are
aware of the group's function fasor it. But
"unfortunately, too many people are
unaware of our work."
According to Pat Lemen, UM.% PIRG
state chairperson. Huston was hired to
replace Spitz who left because of financial
reasons. "Suzanne decided that she
.Idn't remain on a salary of S10.000 a
ow
year or less, and PIRG couldn't pa % her an%
more." Lemen explained.

Complete Athletic
and GYM EQUIPMENT
From Our Clothing Division
Yellow Rain Jackets•Flann,
Corduroy Jeans
Levi and Lee Denims•Sweatshirts
Converse and Adidas Footwear

COMPACT CAR
SERVICE

Fhe decision to hire Huston was handed
down bs the state and executive boards of
PIRG made up of students from
PIRG organizations located on the Orono,
Farmington. Colby College. Portland-Gor-

AIGOLDSMITH

OPEN
Thurs 2-6 Fri 1-9
Sat ALL DAY
ROAD SERVICE
Foreign Car Specialists

MEN'S WEAR
SPORTING GOODS
ION.Main St. Old Town

ORRINGTON 825-4440
VEAZIE 942-5714
•V

OCTOBER
OF APPLIIIIIIMIEE5
CORN POPPER

Regular
$18.95

Day s
Low Price

COFFEE
MAKERS

Regular
$15 99

Da s
Low Price

ELECTRIC HAND
FOOD MIXER
ELECTRIC
CAN OPENER
ELECTRIC
IRONS

Regular
$10.98

Days
Low Price

Regular
$20.95

Das's
Low Price

Regular
$14.95

Day's
Low NKr

You Always Do Better At Day's
Expert
Watch Repair
22 North Main Street
Old Town

$9.75
$9.99
$8.25
$14.35
$9.99

ham and the College of tht ,1tlantic
campu
The new director, recently admitted to
the Maine bar, intends to work in the area
of property tax reform.
"I'd like to investigate into just w hat the
propert tax is or is not doing as far as
services for the public are concerned.**
Huston explained. "There hasn't been
enough study in that area in Maine."
Right now there are 8.000 students and
400 communit% members in Maine v. ho
gaee morse to PIRG this year. Sonic are
ineoleed in PIRG in other wass. But Huston
would like to set- more input hs students
and outside sources in the area of research
projects.
PIRG reccie es most of its student
donations through the negati% e checkoff
%%stem. Here at Orono. next March. the
UMO Board of • Trustees will decide
y.hether to continue the checkoff method.
Under the current svstem. when
Lath student receives his semester bill, he
also gets a card from PIRG with a negatiee
checkoff box for students not wishing to
donate. The $2 per semester fee is added to
the semester bill if the negatiee box is
unchecked.
"When we asked for the sestem, it was
with a two-year contract." Huston
,•xplained. "This March. we will probably
Ask for an indefinite contract. I'm
'otimistic about the outcome.••

haee seen Cinzen Kane three times:
some have seen it at least thirteen.
Everyone should see it at least once. With
Orson Welles as Kane. Joseph Cotten.
Dorot he Comingore. Agnes Moorehead.
and Everett Sloane. The film won an
Academy Award for Best Original
Screenplay in 1941 and features stunning
photography by Gregg Toland. Music by
bernard Herrmann w ith ambitious editing
by Robert Wise and Mark Robson. Friday
in 100 Niuting. 7 and 9:30 p.m.. 50 cents
and ID 119 minutes) Friends (Saturday in
100 Nutting, 7 & 9:30. 50 cents and IL)) is a
film that has become much anticipated due
to the recent popularity of the soundtrack
music by Elton John. set I fear this is a
case of good music being used to !le en up a
dull and purposeless film. The reviews
were all negative: it fared badly at the box
office: and the onle way it made it to Maine
was as the bottom half of a double feature.
Set and shot in France. an American boy in
Paris meets and falls in love with a
14-year-old orphan. They live in a cottage
by the sea, and since "It's funny how
young lovers start as friends" she has his
baby which they deliver themselves. Need
more be said? With Sean Bury and Anicce
Alvina, who also made the film's sequel.
Paul and Michelle. Monda% in 100 Nutting
and9:30 p.m.. 25 cents (Color. 102
minutes. Rated R.) Spirits ot the Dead is a
trilogy of stories adapted from the works of
Edgar Allen Poe. The first segment
'•Metzengerstein••. directed by Roger
Vadim and starring Jane Fonda
"William Wilson." directed by Louis
Mane of France focuses on a medical
student in the 19th centure.
"Toby Darnmit.•• directed by Federico
Fellini. features Terence Stamp as a British
actor who comes to Rome to star in a
"religious Western** and mistakenl%
makes a small bet with the Devil to escape
the pressures of his life. Monday. in 100
Nutting. and 9:30 p.m.. 25 cents. (Color.
118 minute's. Rated R. 1%9.) Love in the
City consists of flee segments, using
non-professional actors to recreate actual
events. "Lose Cheerfully Arranged." by
Feline. comicly explores people invoked in
Love
matrimonial agencies. "When
Michelangelo Antonioni.
Fails.•* by
concerns three unsuccessful suicide
attempts using the original participants.
Dino Risi's "Imitation to Love" is set in a
Roman dance hall. Cesare Zaeattini and
Francesco Maselli's "the Love of A
Mother" cons-erns the abandonment of a
little girl by her mother, and "Love Comes
to the City" is Alberto Lattuada's studs of
girl-watchers. Thursday in 100 Nutting, 7
and 9:30 p.m.. 25 cents. (R% minutes.
1953.)
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Pre Season
Cross Country
Ski Sale
Here's What you get
Poles - Tonkin Bamboo
Boots - Bass Leather
Skis - Splitkein
Bindings - 3 pin sprint w/heel plates
Wax Kit - 3 piece

5.95
35.00
39.00
8.95
2.80

Regular Price $91.70
Sale Price $74.95
Thru Oct. 18th Only

Pelletier's Bike Shop
406 So. Main st. Old Town

Layaways Welcome

Open 11 a.m.-7 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.
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Fraternity experiments with live-in freshmen pledges
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In the past, university policy has
prohibited freshmen men under 20 years of
age from living in any of the seventeen
fraternity. houses. This semester. however.
eleven such freshmen are living at Theta
Chi as part of a uniyersity approved
experimental project.
The project, designed and conducted by.
the brothers of Orono's Gamma Chapter of
Theta Chi. is an attempt to provide data
that would compare the academic
achievements fo first year students living
in a fraternity with those living in dorms.
According to Theta Chi president And
Warren. the project stems from the success

by Pete Wilkinson
of an orientation program held last spring
by the fraternity. 250 high school seniors
were invited, and nearly 60 of these
participated in one of four two-day sessions
in April.
Shortly after the orientation program, a
proposal to permit several first semester
freshmen to move into Theta Chi this fall
was submitted to the university. The
proposal suggested that the grades of
these freshmen be compared to those of a
computer-selected
control
group of
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Health center requires IDs
to combat student imposters
Student% sucking medical care at the
Student Health Center will coon be
required to present their university.
identification card before receiying medical
attention.
According to Betsy L. Battick, nurse
administrator and acting director of the
health center, the new identification policy
was adopted to present what she terms
"impersonation of students."
Battick explained presently anyone can
N alk into the infirmary and receive health
care under someone else's name, and the
imposter•s medical conditions would be
recorded into the impersonated student's
record.
Health center officials are primarily
concerned about the use of another
student's name by people looking for a
source of narcotics. said Battick. She added
some students max use another's name if
they don't wish to have their reason for,
going to the health center recorded on their
medical record.
The most blatant case of impersonation
resulting in the identification policy
occurred last spring, the nurse administra•
tor said. A student using someone else's
name told health center personnel he had
been gicen narcotics at Eastern Maine
Medical Center for acute abdominal pains.
He claimed the pain still existed and

requested more of the same medication.
The request was refused as the
examining physician decided there was no
need for the medication. The visit was
recorded and the impersonation discovered
when the student impersonated later
% isited the health center.
Battick said the recording of someone
else's medical care on a student's health
record could hace a myriad of results. She
explained some graduate schools, and jobs
which require security clearance and
similar information, may seek a copy of a
student's health record, and inaccurate
medical data could cause serious problems.
She also explained impersonation is
potentially dangerous due to medical
allergies and the combined effects of
certain drugs v. hen used together.
Battick reported the new ID policy will
not be in effect before Dr. Robert Graves.
director of the health center who is now
recovering from an illness, returns to the
Health Center. Upon his return, the
proposed policy will be brought before
members of the Student Health Center
Ads mom Board for their suggestions on
how to implement the policy.
The nurse administrator voiced concern
about the effectiveness of an ID policy.
noting "Students do loan ID cards back
and forth."
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dormitory freshmen. Theta Chi's contention was that their group would attain
higher grades than the control group. The
proposal was approved by the university
last May.
Sophomore Tony Blanchette. Theta
Chi's project chairman, believes that the
program is meeting all expectations so far,
and predicts the grade point averages of
the freshman residents will be 3.0 or
better.
Blanchette cited Theta Chi's 7 p.m. to 7
a.m. "enforced quiet hours", their
up-to-date study files of past exams and
course reviews, and the availability of
assistance from upperclassmen as the main
advantages the fraternity has to offer to aid
students' scholarship.
Several of the freshmen. all of whom are
Theta Chi pledges. commented on the
program. Dennis Godfrey. a civil
engineering student from Kittery, ssas
quick to note the benefits of studying in a
fraternal atmosphere. as outlined by
Blanchette.
Freshman Rick Sprowl. a prospective
.00!ogy maior, contended that the
fraternity
.rn is more organized, and
lends more responsibility to the individual
than can be expected from dorm living.
Sprowl also felt that the experimental
project has facilitatel his transition from
hi h school to coll,
life.

ilEPLE iturlHt,
COSMETICS
34 Main St

FEEL AS HIGH
AS THE SKY IN...

L

BOSTON
STORE

Comparative figures on the grade-point
averages of men living in dorms and men
living in fraternities last spring were not
available, but last fall, the airmen's grade
point average was 2.30. while the
all-fraternity men's grade point a% erage
was 2.44.

GIFTS FOR
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WATCH AND JEWELRY
REPAIRING
COMPLETE LINE OF
FRATERNITY AND
SORORITY CHARMS

947-4006
Offering a free
Demonstration of the
NEW FALL LOOK
eyes, lips, cheeks

OeCirealise Jewelers/
Orono
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UNIVERSITY

DAILY 7 00 r.

OlD TOWN• Wiluste. Ave.•
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Trankenstein
24 Hr. Tel. 827 3850
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DAILY
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2001:A SPACE
kODYSSEY the ultimate trip
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BUCK NIGHT MON

TUES.

THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE
Corduroy Bell Bottoms
Denim Bell Bottoms
Corduroy Jackets
Denim Jackets

Corduroy StraightLegs
Denim Straight Legs
Chambray Shirts
Sport Shirts

BUT DON'T LET COLD WINDS
BLOW YOUR MIND
We have just received a red hot selection of winter jackets
featuring suedes. leathers, down and down types
The greol est selection
of Levi's we hove ever
hod, and oil neatly
arranged by size for
easy shopping_ . . so
no matter who, your
size, shope or taste
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.0STON
STORE

TUES.
Daily 7:00 & 9:00
BUCK NIGHT MON ,

"WE GOY YOU COVEIBUr
30-a MAIN ay SANOCIO
Remember the GALS are
lataut:delcome in our GUYS dept

Owned by Iry Broder
UMO Class of '44

MALL THEATRE
010110• At Stillwater Ave hit 115 em ph, Uttiversity PAIN
At all theatres

- m e early and hear Dave Jarvis
-n stage at the Honky Took Piano.
n

...I

14 Hr Tel 827 3850
CiNah" 1

OLD TOWN • Stillwater Ave • Great Mete
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When asked how their parents felt about
them joining the program. most reported
they had been encouraged by one or both
parents to participate. None of the
freshmen interviewed expressed any
regrets that they had not tried dorm life
Freshman English student Greg Dow
commented. "You don't get to know that
many close friends in the dorms anyhow",
and he added,"We'll get to know the guys
in the house much better through
cooperative living".
Dean Lucy recently reported he was
"pleasantly surprised" when Theta Chi
became serious about the project last
spring. A supporter of the project all along.
Lucy believes "the key time to judge the
program will be when (this semester's)
grades come out". The assistant dean of
student affairs stated that the project may
represent "an excellent opportunity for
other fraternities in future years". He also
expressed hope that more of this type of
orientation will someday be incorporated
into the summer orientation programs.

Wed-Sun

Price $2
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Pitcher-outfielder Rich Prior (left) and first
baseman tierin Goodhue have been named
co-captains of the 1975 UMO varsity baseball
squad. The Bears have just concluded a
successful 17-2-1 fall exhibition schedule.

Co-captains

tom...amilimomoombt. -attt.mmyszet,i,

'SUPER MONDAY!!

Sports

LET IT BE KNOWN TO ALL CONCERNED THAT

Cagers Schedule three intrasquad games
Fans in all sections of Maine will get an
earls pre% iess ot the IQ-4-75 Unisersit% of
Maine at Orono basketball team this year.

IS THE MAXIMUM AND $150.000 IS THE MINIMUM FOR ONE OF THE
HERE LISTED PERSONS IN THE FIRST SUPER DRAWING
AT THE NEW RAMADA INN IN PORTLAND AT 3:00 PM.
WAGES OF $25.000. $5.000, AND $1.000 SHALL ALSO BE AWARDED.
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UMO head coach Tom "Skip.'Chappelle
has a inounced that the Black Bears will
pia% a series of three Blue•White
intrasquad games in Caribou. Gardiner
and Saco prior to the regular seasons
opener.
Fans at two of the sites will he able to
watch hometown favorites plas on the
Maine squad as guard Ste% e Condon is
from Presque Isle and forward Bob Warner
from Saco.
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The season .% opener for the Bears will be
Dec. 4 when the'. entertain Bowdoin
Coilege at Memonal Gs mnasium.
The 10-4--S schedule will include a
Florida trip during the Christmas holidays
with Maine meeting Florida Tech at
Orlando. Dec. 10. and the Unisersits of
South Florida at Tampa. Jan. 2.
New opponents on the Maine schedule
invlude powerful Virginia Commonwealth.
a team that last year had two of its plasers
drafted bs the professionals. the Universits
of Delaware. coached bs former UMO star
Don Harnum. Iss League member
Dartmouth and Central Connecticut. These
are but a tew of the names that will he

ebb.

STEREO
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THE DRAWING IS OPEN TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC.
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'.elected as Bear opponents in the coming
scars as the dissolution of the Maine State
Series has forced UMO to seek out major
college opponents.
The 1974-75 Schedule:
December
4 - Bow doin
10 - at Boston Unis.
12 • New Hampshire
30 - at Florida Tech
January
2 at South Florida
4 - Delaware
7 - at Si. Michael's
8 - at Dartmouth
11 • Virginia Commonwealth
- at Vermont
18 - at Varmont
22 at Bates
25 - at Rhode Island
30 - St. Anselm's
Februars
I - Connecticut
3 - Bates
5 - at Ness Hampshire
8 - Boston Univ.
II - Colby
13 • at Massachusetts
18 - at St. Anselm's
22 - at Connecticut
25 - Central Connecticut
27 • at Colby
March
4 • Massachusetts

COMPONENTS
THOR ENS
WOLLENSAK
KENWOOD
KOSS
SAE
STANTON
TECHNICS
REVOX
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CHECK US FOR PRICES
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Bears hit the road for tough one against UConn
After impressive wins over Rhode Island
anti New Hampshire. the Maine Bears will
be going after their third consecutive
Yankee Conference win tomorrow against
the powerf -ul Connecticut Huskies.

The Huskies are currently the only
undefeated team in the Yankee Conference
with a 2-0 record and they are 2-2 overall.
Maine is 2-4 overall and 2-2 in conference
play.

Senior Munzing gives Bears
big boost from bench
111
wag
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How does a quarterback who became a
starter last season and guided his club to
two of its three wins feel when he returns
the following year as a senior and finds he
is no longer number one-or CNCI1 number
tv%o?
At the very least he would probably
grumble. Some would even decide that
there were better pursuits for them than
football. Not so with UMO signal caller Bob
Munzing.
Munzing stepped into the starting role
last season after Rich Prior suffered a wrist
injury that sidelined him for the rest of the
season and the Danvers. Mass.. import.
in his first game. led the Black Bears to a
20-7 win over Rhode Island.
He continued to lead the club in the
remainder of its schedule which included a
14-0 win over Bucknell. How eser. when he
reported back for pre-season practice this
rear he found he was no longer number
one. or esen two. Prior had returned as the
first string quarterback and a promising
sophomore. Jack Cosgro% c was pressing
him for starting duty.
"Bob never said a word but just kept on
working at the practice sessions." says
coach Walter Abbott. "He showed me that

'ming
State
moor

whenever I would need him, he'd be
ready."
Bob was needed last Saturday when the
Bears tackled New Hampshire at Durham.
Near the end of the second period both
Cosgrove and Prior were injured and
Munzing took off the wraps, scraped away
some of the rust and went to work at the
start of the third period.
The stockily-built youngster, proceeded
to move the Bears from their own 17 to the
UNH three-yard line by mixing up a series
of running plays. The drive was halted
there but Maine's Jack Leggett booted a
field goal and the Bears were in the
driver's seat. 16-9.
'He called all the plays on that drive
himself" said Abbott of Munzing's work.
Later Munzing was at the helm when the
Bear's Jim Dumont broke away for a
72-yard touchdown run to ice the contest.
23-9. And in the final minutes it was
Munzing again calling the plays that ran
out the clock with Maine in possession.
Chances are that if both Cosgrove and
Prior have recovered for the game with the
University of Connecticut tomorrow at
Storrs that Munzing will again be the third
string quarterback.

gel

Last weekend Cotinct t ut was beaten by
Delaware 15-6 in a tough defensive battle.
The undefeated Blue Hens, who are now
5-0. were nursing an 8-6 lead going into the
final period before quarterback Bill
SV4 an n's five-yard TD pass to Tom James.
Connecticut has two solid quarterbacks
in Lou Mancari and Bernie Palmer. Last
weekend in the Delaware game Palmer saw
most of the action as he had a I9-yard
touchdown pass to his favorite receiver
Bobby Baker to give UConn its only score.
The other big offensive threat is running
back Al MacLellan who is used often as a
pass receiver. Against New Hampshire, a
game which UConn won 42-21. MacLellan
was on the receiving end of a 37-yard
touchdown piss.
The outstanding feature of the Maine
Bears during the past two games has been
the fine display of offensive punch which
they. have lacked in the past. Last weekend
against New Hampshire the Bears ran wild
picking up 353 yards on the ground and 96
through the. air.
In last week's game Maine's triple threat
quarterback Jack Cosgrove sustained a

The first State of Maine Invitational
Cross Country Championships will be held
Saturday (Oct. 19) on UMO's 4.6 mile
course. Involved will be runners from
UMO. Bates. Bowdoin and Colby Colleges.
The Maine Invitational replaces the
former Maine Intercollegiate Athletic
Association Championships which are no
longer in effect for the four state schools.
Undefeated Bates College rules as the
heavy favorite to win the event with Maine
and Bowdoin battling for second place. The
Bobcats had posted a 13-0 record prior to
the Invitational.
Course records are expected to fall if
weather conditions permit. Among the
runners capable of breaking the old mark.
held hr Bill Cantin of the University of
Connecticut. are
Maine's
Gerry
aFlamme. already the holder of the 4.5 mile distance record at Orono; Bates
freshmen Paul Oparow ski and Tom
Leonard: Jeff Sanborn and Peter Benoit of
Bowdoin and Jim Cooper of Colby.
Maine's Black Bears, host for the meet.
have shown steady improvement in recent

Also, Maine's depth at quarterback
showed last week because after both
Cosgrove and Rich Prior were injured
Maine was able to call on senior Bob
Munzing who quarterbacked admirably
during the second half.
The UMO defense, which held UNH to
just 110 yards total offense, will have a stiff
test Saturday against a potent UConn
offense which racked up 42 points against
New Hampshire.
Tomorrow's game is scheduled to begin
at I p.m. in Storrs.
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lbsen's
"A DOLL HOUSE"
(let. 18-19-23-24-25-26
last performances

Downtown Bangor—
Opposite the Bangor House
2,urtain 7:45 p.m.Tickets $2-3-4
Student Rush ' pno•
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Tighten up
this fall and save
this winter
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meets and currently own an overall mark of
4-5. Their captain. LaHamme. has been
undefeated in dual meets and has broken
course records at Maine and Bates.
The race is scheduled to start at I p.m. at
Alumni Field.
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Beef 'n Brew
of Orono

Opposite UMO
Park St. Entrance

SUNDAY
Is
/
1
2 Price Dal
Buy one item
at the regular price
Get the second like item
at 1, Price!
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The UMO Women's field hockey team will be in
action this afternoon as they face UMPG. So far this
season the girls hare a 1-2 record.

UMO running backs Mark DeGregorio.
Jim Hood and Jim Dument all had big
afternoons against UNH. DeGregorio
snared a 55-yard touchdown pass from
Cosgrove; Hood picked up touch yardage
consistantly and Dumon exploded for a
72-yard touchdown run in the final period.

UMO hosts first Invitational
cross-country meet tomorrow

ACADIA
REPERTORY THEATRE

Crunch

hand injury when he was pushed out of
, bounds into the UNH bench. But it looks
like the injury wasn't too serious as
Cosgrove is expected to start for the Bears
against UConn.

Open Sundays
at 4:00 p.m.
Telephone: 866-4333
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Pet Palace
YOU CAN BUY
LOVE!
AC puppies, fish, small animals, etc
YOUR COMPLETE PET STORE

•Windows •Doors •Insulation

20°-<, Discount with this ad

Airport Mall

The Hasey Co.Inc. 8275152
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